
The Phantastic 4 Voices Gala-
Concepts 

The Musical Grand Show 

Greatest musical moments in concert, with original costumes and beautiful Gala-dresses. 
Charming moderation leads from one famous song to the next. Listen again to the strong and 
unforgettable songs of „Evita“ or „Elisabeth“, of rock with us to the „Jesus Christ“ Rock Opera or 
„We will rock you“. Go on a journey with us into the world of musical, from the great „Phantom of 
the Opera“ to „Mamma Mia“ 


The Night At The Movies 

Starting with the greatest songs of the „James Bond“ movies, „Top Gun“ and „Flashdance“ to the 
unforgettable romantic melodies of „Dirty dancing“. A „Night at the Movies“ will always thrill us 
and will bring us back all kinds of wonderful memories and emotions. 


Disney Meets Musical in Concert 

Who doesn’t love the beautiful songs and duets of Disneys „Aladdin“, or „Frozen“? Who wouldn’t 
fall in love with the „Beauty And The Beast“ or being captured by the wonderful songs of „Lion 
King“ or „Tarzan“. Musical in Concert brings us the most beautiful songs and duets from the world 
of Disney, as well as unforgettable songs from Musical and Disney Musicals.


Opera Rocks 

Starting with beautiful Opera Classics like „Libiamo“ or the „Barcarole“ to the classical Musicals 
„Phantom of the Opera“ or „West Side Story“ to the rocking cross-over duets like „Barcelona“ or 
„The Fifth Element“, wonderful ensemble arrangements from Classic to Classical-Pop, until the 
night finds and end with „Time To Say Goodbye“


Cocktails 

„Cocktails" is a mixed night with beautiful songs, duets and ensemble arrangements covering all 
various genres. We will take you from the world of Movies to the greatest Pop-Diva’s to the Latin 
world. From „Bodyguard“ to „Sister Act“, from „James Bond“ to „La Vida Loca“ 

Have a Cocktail and get in the mood for a great night!




The concepts can be adapted and changed for your audience and stage. We are open to talk 
about every Show and create a unique concept and Show for you and your audience from the 
various genres we offer: Classical, Opera, Musical, Pop, Jazz, Latin, World Music, Gospel, Rock 
are the genres we offer. 

These Concepts are mainly made for the big stage and Gala-Shows of more or less one hour. We 
would suggest singing with our Half-Playback versions, as it is most convenient for most of the 
Concerts, but we can also come with a Piano Player or a Band. 

For the Technical Reader please write to: contact@thephantastic4voices.com

See more concepts, also for smaller stages on the next page.



